[The effect of zinc agent in 219 patients with zinc deficiency-inductive/ idiopathic taste disorder: a placebo controlled randomized study].
Diagnosis and treatment of taste disorders are challenging because the disorder can only be determined by the awareness of the patient. Hence, these disorders still require comprehensive evidence. We conducted a randomized, placebo-controlled double-blind study to investigate the effect of polaprezinc, a zinc-containing agent, in 219 patients with either zinc deficiency-inductive or an idiopathic taste, disorder. As a result, the zinc-treated arm experienced a statistically significant improvement against the placebo-treated arm in the perceptible threshold scores of the filter-paper disk method 8 weeks after the administration of the investigational drug. Moreover, the effect lasted for 4 weeks after discontinuation of the drug. However, the effective ratios based on the initial criteria were 55.6% in the treatment group and 43.2% in the placebo, where no statistical significance was recorded. Sex and degree of depression could be two of the potential factors to explain this discrepancy. Furthermore, the effect was not significant among male patients and patients with a high depression score based on the Self-rating Depression Scale (SDS) test. These results indicate that determining the symptom among such patients remains undisclosed. Whereas, in approximately 77%, or 168 patients with "normal" SDS scores and with completely impaired taste qualities, the ratio of effective cases reached 60.9% in the zinc-treated group, the ratio of the placebo-treated group reached 39.5%, resulting in a statistical significance. This may be partly because of a problem in the adaption of male subjects to the gustatory analyses, especially to the identification of saltiness and sourness. Care must also be taken regarding the depressive state of patients when diagnosing and treating taste disorders. Taste disorders caused by depression may not be cured by zinc supplementation due in part to the fact that the symptom is based on a mental issue, and due in part to the conservative responding bias generated by the depression itself, which may inhibit accurate and precise diagnosis of the disorder. In conclusion, administration of a zinc agent is effective for patients with taste disorders, provided selection of appropriate patients is performed, and that proper examination and evaluation are conducted. The present study also indicated that examining depressiveness based on the SDS scores and investigating disturbance of each taste quality using the filter-paper disk method are recommended for the diagnosis and determination of the treatment effect of a taste disorder.